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About This Game

"Corona Blossom" is a heartwarming trilogy of visual novels featuring the "e-mote" system and artwork by nanaca mai!

Learn the fates of the characters you've grown to know and love in the exciting final chapter of the Corona Blossom saga!

STORY:
R-ne: a cute, shapeshifting metallic lifeform who one day fell from space.

Keiji Osaki: a young man with a mysterious past, now working at a mech garage.

After growing close through adventures and mishaps throughout the summer, the two of them made a promise: to return R-ne to
her home planet.

To that end, Keiji has steadily been working on a plan together with space pirate Lily, and his coworker at the garage, Kumiko.

But Ms. Kanade's big reveal has thrown a spanner in the works.

The people of Hanma Town must now do battle against a mysterious organization that's after R-ne.
Time is running out for Keiji and his friends!

Will they ever be able to return R-ne to space?
And is that really the right move?
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The thrilling conclusion to R-ne's journey is finally here!
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Title: Corona Blossom Vol.3 Journey to the Stars
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
Frontwing
Publisher:
Frontwing USA
Release Date: 25 Jan, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Vista/7/8.1/10

Processor: Intel Core 2 DUO 2.0GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: VRAM320MB, 1280×720

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: Support for PCM playback through DirectSound

Additional Notes: Windows Media Player 9 equivalent or higher

English,Japanese
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Requires micromanagement. Needs refinements to be fun. I wanted to like this game, because I like the idea of a missle
command game. Everywhere I look in this game, I see an unnecesary roadblock to do what I want. This game takes time to
figure out (which is acceptable for complex games) but you do not get much help. Confusing tutorial screens only hint at how
the game works. There is a large basebuilding component to the game, but you cannot rotate the buildings. Precious space is
wasted trying to accomadate this artificial limitation. When I want to build missles, I must first build all the parts myself. This
might be ok, but the build screen in the factory is so clunky that you waste a fair amount of time trying to say what you want to
build. You cannot choose amounts of things to build, you can only slowly increase the count one by one. (The count is not
increasable in, say fives or tens). You can also choose to build as many as materials allow, but I don't want to store that many.
You can also not queue different types of production, so after building 5 missle engines, you must wait for the production run to
complete before you begin to 5 missle cameras, and so on. After you do manage to build a missle, you must target and fire them
one by one unless you have multiple launch facilities, despite the launch center having six visible missle tubes on it. Once you
fire the missle into the unknown enemy area, the lowest level recon missle reveals a 3x3 grid of squares of a perhaps 50x50
enemy playing field. Once I had fired 5 such missles into the enemy area and found nothing at all, I realized i was having no fun.
Other imperfections include needing to cancel out of screens you are in to defend against incoming missles (there should be a
reliable direct way), a thiiin story, and a background song that plays only once before being silent.

I'm assuming later technologies will make attacking and scouting the enemy more easy, but I'm not willing to suffer through the
battles needed to get them.

So, what would it take to make this game fun? Once a missle is designed, I should be able to build them directly at the factory.
Allow quicker and better control over the numbers of things I'm building or selling. Make it easier to plan and fire vollies of
missles.. It is fascinating game. Our job was to click and to give drinks to people.
That reminds me of funny joke.
Woman walks into a bar with a duck under her arm.
Bartender says, "Hey, where'd you get the pig?"
Woman says, "It's not a pig! It's a duck!"
Bartender says, "I was talking to the duck!". If you like foxes, beautiful art design and soundtracks, I recommend this game. My
only critique is that there's no map which made it a bit frustrating to find the way and I spent a lot of time backtracking. There's
also no enemies which I didn't mind since game is relaxing, but for people who want a challenge I wouldn't recommend it.
Overall, I really liked the story. 8\/10

Screenshot from the game (not a cutscene!):
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1694543007. Very enjoyable and interesting for a short, free game.
Art and music are both fantastic. Lots of different endings, too.. This will be a keeper if others buy it and play it. There is no
single player game at all. I have played about 6 games so far. There have been between 2 and 5 player games so far.

I think the game would be better if the player only selects which side to play on and not choose both a side and a tank.
Currently, you can play as axis but use a allied tank or vice versa and this can be confusing during battle with figuring out who is
on what side.. Do you smell that? (Sniff Sniff) Is that the smell of wet hot garbage on burning blacktop or this game stinking up
my game library? Now where did I put that refund button? Oh Thank goodness, here it is (Phew) that was a close call!

The only crisis action that need to be taken in regards to this game is returning it ASAP.

What's that? You wanna know just how bad this game is, and why I feel so strongly about it. You can't handle the truth! If you
think you have the stomach for it though I've uploaded some gameplay for your viewing displeasure. Just don't say I didn't warn
you. Good Luck!

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=m0PNvNXqfVI
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Was already an underwhelming experience but I figured I'd pick this back up and try and play it only to find out a patch late last
year totally ****ed up the controls. Searched high and low online but none of the recommended fixes work. So now using a PS4
controller is frustrating to the point I just uninstalled the game. The circle button is select instead of X. In game the X button
simultaneously opens the map and makes Laura jump. I went in under the steam controller options in the Steam library but no
matter what configuration I select it's still messed up. I thought the point of a patch was to actually patch up flaws not create
new ones.. It is an alright game. could deffinetly be more exciting. Like if things broke on the game actually show them broken.
maybe have a stove fire. a bed bug infestaion. instead of just somethings broken, and theres a red light over it. I would also like
to be able to interact with characters around town, and in the houses I own. They could tell me what they need. like if rent is to
high, or if it is a steal. The ability to add on things to the building to bring up rent. like a new room, a pool, a backyard. Pets. If
someone wants a pet they have to pay a fee. Also my landlord is so boring. Not stlish at all. I want them to wear a fancy dress.
lol! I hope you make this game better because it is really bare bones to me. My roommate told me I should get into game design.
He himself has worked on video games. Thank you!. Honestly, I'm only playing this game so I can play what seemingly much
better second (third) game. And I'm not sure if it's worth it. But I guess I can recommend it with caveats.

+Interesting premise, both in story and gameplay.
-very randomly uneven and amateurish art style.
-heavily dependent on dank jokes

So get it when it's heavily discounted, only if you can stand the two warnings above, and\/or you want to play the sequel but can't
stand the idea of jumping straight into a sequel.

If there's an "eh" rating, this is one of the very few games I review where I would use that review.

I originally gave this review a recommendation, despite all that, but after I played it a bit more, I decided I can't stand all these,
and can't recommend this thing. Better than CoD Ghosts!. the game is broken i tryed and tryed everything i chould to play it on
my alienware 17 and nothing works it crashes on start up i hope its fixed soon then -_-

atm i can't reconmmand this game because i can't even play it!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. It was glitchy and the storyline didn't make
sense.. LOOKS 10\/10
This game is beautiful.
SOUND 10\/10
It has all the lazer goodness that you would need if you are nostalgic for asteroids or any space arcade shooters. The audio is
something I really appreciate as well. There is a great sense of "chill" in the background music.
GAMEPLAY 8\/10
It's the "Dark Souls" of space shooters-- at least for me.
This game is one of the most difficult space shooters I have ever played. It is unapologetically hard, and unless you are playing
on stress-free mode, prepare to have you\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665handed to you. I found that mashing the fire button
and moving frantically was the most effective way to stay alive. Fun-- but hard.
One problem that I would note is probably a bug, is that if you die near the center of the game, and there are ships that are
"attracted do you"-- like heat-seeking missiles. When you re-spawn, you are immediately killed with no chance of escaping the
feedback loop of death. I watched helplessly as my player was killed off multiple times. So just be aware that if you die in the
middle, and there are ships "searching for you" try to boost out of those traps quickly or at least avoid the center as often as
possible when facing enemies of this type.

MULTIPLAYER --?\/10
There are co-op modes, but there isn't anyone on there, so I was left to play solo.

OVERALL 9\/10
It's what I would call a "prefectly contained gem of a game".
If you thirst for space shooters with creative powerups, smooth mechanics, quality graphics and a difficulty level that harkens
back to older games of yore-- buy this game.. trash broken game.
don't waist your money even the trading cards are not worth waiting for.
. Disregard the most recent negative reviews, their completely false. This DLC is well worth the money.

Contrary to what one review says, you don't have to pay $10 to install mods. If you're on Rebirth or Afterbirth, just visit 
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https:\/\/moddingofisaac.com\/ and install the files directly into the resources folder. Onto the next review, the game rarely
crashes. If it crashes on launch, you have an outdated mod installed, 90% of the time that's the reason why. Browsing through
the negative reviews after disregarding that, there's nothing. Absolutely nothing that hasn't already been fixed. Stop installing
bad mods and the game won't crash, if you installed an outdated mod, just remove it. It's as simple as that.

This DLC adds a ton new items and synergies, it really give the game a lot more variety. There's a new end-game boss that is
well worth its title. There's an expansion to Afterbirth's greed mode. There are two new characters added, one of which is quite
challenging to unlock. There are better tools for modders, and through the workshop it's very easy to install mods. Through the
in-game menu, you can choose which mods you want to have on. After beating mom's heart, mods no longer disable
achievements. There are tons of new rooms, enemies, and even a few bosses. That's plenty to make it worth the $10.. pretty
much one of those games you can play for free on online 'gamesites'. nothing special. controls annoying. do not buy
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